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Abstract—We introduce a self-supervised speech pre-training
method called TERA, which stands for Transformer Encoder
Representations from Alteration. Recent approaches often learn
through the formulation of a single auxiliary task like contrastive
prediction, autoregressive prediction, or masked reconstruction.
Unlike previous approaches, we use a multi-target auxiliary
task to pre-train Transformer Encoders on a large amount of
unlabeled speech. The model learns through the reconstruction
of acoustic frames from its altered counterpart, where we use
a stochastic policy to alter along three dimensions: temporal,
channel, and magnitude. TERA can be used to extract speech
representations or fine-tune with downstream models. We eval-
uate TERA on several downstream tasks, including phoneme
classification, speaker recognition, and speech recognition. TERA
achieved strong performance on these tasks by improving upon
surface features and outperforming previous methods. In our
experiments, we show that through alteration along different
dimensions, the model learns to encode distinct aspects of speech.
We explore different knowledge transfer methods to incorporate
the pre-trained model with downstream models. Furthermore,
we show that the proposed method can be easily transferred to
another dataset not used in pre-training.
Index Terms—self-supervised, pre-training, representation
I. INTRODUCTION
UNLIKE humans, who are capable of self-learningthrough experiences and interactions, current real-world
speech applications like automatic speech recognition (ASR)
rely heavily on large amounts of human annotations. In
order for the next generation of speech processing systems
to exhibit similar levels of cognitive intelligence as humans,
machines should be designed to learn from unlabeled data as
humans do. In the era of big data, self-supervised learning has
emerged as an attractive approach to leverage knowledge from
a large amount of unlabeled data. Self-supervised learning
leverage unsupervised pre-training tasks to train networks, and
they have shown to be effective for improving downstream
systems [1]–[26].
Through self-supervised pre-training, learned models could
be applied to downstream Speech and Language Process-
ing (SLP) tasks through feature-based speech representation
extraction, or fine-tuning as part of the downstream model.
Speech representations are compact vectors which aim to
capture high-level semantic information from raw speech [1]–
[4], [6]–[21]. Thus, the goal of speech representation learning
is to find a transform that maps the input acoustic features
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into such vectors. When the pre-trained networks are re-used
as features, it provides a useful speech representation to re-
duce classifier complexity, makes high-level information more
accessible, and ultimately improves downstream SLP tasks.
Besides, speech representations also help transfer learning and
adaptation across different data distributions [6], [7], [9], [20],
[21]. On the other hand, the fine-tuning approach uses the pre-
trained model to initialize a downstream model for supervised
training. The parameters of self-supervised learned models are
good initialization for ASR encoders [5], [20]–[26].
In self-supervised learning, an auxiliary task (or pre-training
task) is formulated, and models are trained to solve it. While
solving the auxiliary task, the network is learning a function
that maps input to desired representations that can be poten-
tially transferred to multiple downstream tasks. The key tenet
of self-supervised learning is the design of an auxiliary task,
which allows the model to leverage knowledge from unlabeled
data. As such, the formulation of the auxiliary task should
be carefully chosen. The task should be hard enough for the
model to learn high-level semantic properties, and not be too
amiable for the model to exploit low-level shortcuts.
In this work, we propose TERA: Transformer Encoder
Representations from Alteration, a multi-target auxiliary ob-
jective to pre-train Transformer Encoders [27]. We intro-
duce a total of three auxiliary objectives to form the multi-
target pre-training scheme: 1) time alteration: reconstructing
from corrupted blocks of time steps. 2) channel alteration:
reconstructing from missing blocks of frequency channels.
3) magnitude alteration: reconstructing from altered feature
magnitudes. These auxiliary objectives can be applied to-
gether or separately in the pre-training process. The model
acquires information about the content around the corrupted
or altered portions, and by reconstructing them, the model
learns a more contextualized representation. We illustrated the
framework in Fig. 1. Similar self-supervised frameworks have
been widely studied (Section II provides a thorough review).
Unlike previous approaches that only employ reconstruction
on the temporal axis, TERA considers three orthogonal axes,
including temporal, channel, and magnitude.
To evaluate TERA, we use downstream tasks of phoneme
classification, speaker recognition, and automatic speech
recognition (ASR). Also, we compare the effectiveness of each
auxiliary objectives separately and in combination. As a result,
we confirm that each of the proposed auxiliary objectives
guides the model to learn a distinct aspect of speech: 1) The
time alteration objective is effective in making more accurate
phoneme prediction and speech recognition, as it leads the
model to learn richer phonetic content. 2) The channel alter-
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2Fig. 1: The illustration of the proposed TERA self-supervised
speech representation approach.
ation objective is effective in making more accurate speaker
prediction, as it leads the model to learn speaker identity. 3)
The magnitude alteration objective is effective in providing a
performance boost for all tasks, as it potentially increases data
diversity for pre-training.
Besides, we explore different knowledge transfer methods
of the pre-trained model to downstream tasks. The methods
include: 1) extract representations from the last layer, 2) com-
bine representations from all hidden layers with a learnable
weighted sum, and 3) fine-tuning the pre-trained model with
the downstream model. Furthermore, we also explore using
different acoustic features for reconstruction and find that
they impact downstream performance and affect what the
model learns. Finally, we investigate the problem of domain
mismatch between the pre-training and downstream datasets,
and the proposed approach is shown to be unaffected by the
domain mismatch issue. For reproducibility of our results,
we provide our implementation with pre-trained models and
evaluation scripts in the S3PRL [28] toolkit1.
II. RELATED WORK
There are two major branches of speech pre-training meth-
ods: Contrastive Predictive Coding (CPC) and Reconstruction.
A. Contrastive Losses
1) CPC: The CPC paper [1], [7] describes a form of
unidirectional modeling in the feature space, where the model
1The S3PRL Toolkit:
https://github.com/andi611/Self-Supervised-
Speech-Pretraining-and-Representation-Learning
learns to predict the near future frames in an acoustic se-
quence while contrasting with frames from other sequences
or frames from a more distant time. In other words, the
contrastive loss pulls temporally nearby representations closer
and pushes temporally distant ones further. In wav2vec [3],
the CPC [1] loss is used to pre-train speech representations
for the purpose of speech recognition, and experiment results
show self-supervised pre-training improves supervised speech
recognition. Also, the CPC loss can be used to regularize
adversarial training [2]. The CPC loss has also been extended
and applied to bidirectional context networks [6].
2) CPC with Quantization: In vq-wav2vec [4], the
wav2vec [3] approach is incorporated with the well-
performing Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithm
– Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT) [29], [30]. The vq-wav2vec [4] approach learns BERT
speech representations through a two-stage training pipeline.
In the first stage, input speech is discretized to a K-way
quantized embedding space by utilizing the wav2vec [3] loss
and architecture. Through vector quantization (VQ), contin-
uous speech could act like discrete units similar to word
tokens in NLP tasks. These VQ tokens thus enable the direct
application of NLP algorithms, which require discrete input. In
the second stage, a standard BERT model is trained on top of
the VQ discretized tokens to extract speech representations. In
a follow-up work [5], the pre-trained vq-wav2vec [4] model is
directly fine-tuned on transcribed speech using a Connectionist
Temporal Classification (CTC) [31] loss instead of feeding the
representations into a task-specific model.
In this work, TERA is compared with CPC [1] and Modified
CPC [7] by reporting benchmarking results on LibriSpeech
phone classification. We also compare with Bidir-CPC [6],
wav2vec [3], vq-wav2vec [4], and BERT + vq-wav2vec [5]
by evaluating ASR in terms of phone error rate (PER) and
word error rate (WER).
B. Reconstruction Losses
Another recently emerged branch of speech pre-training
approach devotes its attention on reconstruction losses.
1) APC: Largely inspired by language models (LM) for
text, the Autoregressive Predictive Coding (APC) [8], [9]
model can be seen as a speech version of LM. The APC
approach uses an autoregressive model to encode temporal
information of past acoustic sequence; the model then pre-
dicts future frames like a recurrent-based LM [32] while
conditioning on past frames. Thus, the APC auxiliary task’s
objective is to reconstruct the future frames conditioning on
the past frames. In [10], the APC objective is extended to
multi-target training. The new objective predicts not only the
future frame conditioning on previous context but also past
memory through reconstruction. In VQ-APC [11], a vector
quantization (VQ) layer is used with the APC objective, which
imposes a bottleneck and forces the model to learn better
representations. Combining the bidirectionality of ELMo [33]
and the reconstruction objective of APC [8], [9], in recent lit-
erature models were able to learn deep contextualized acoustic
representations, DeCoAR [12]. In this work, we also compare
TERA with the bidirectional DeCoAR [12] approach.
32) BERT-style Masked Reconstruction: Inspired by the
Masked Language Model (MLM) task from BERT [29],
[30], [34] and Permutation Language Modeling (PLM) from
XLNet [35], recent work [20]–[26] have explored using BERT-
style tasks to pre-train speech encoders. These approaches
adapt the NLP pre-training technique to continuous speech. In
Mockingjay [20], input frames of speech are masked to zero to
pre-train Transformer Encoders. The masking policy is similar
to BERT [29] and RoBERTa [30]. In Audio ALBERT [21],
Mockingjay is modified to have shared parameters across
Transformer layers. In [36], Mockingjay is shown to be effec-
tive in defending adversarial black-box attacks. And in [37],
the self-attention of Mockingjay is shown to be meaningful
and explainable. Whereas TERA can be seen as an extended
version of Mockingjay [20]. Using the time alteration objective
along reduces TERA to Mockingjay.
In [24], [26], BERT-style masked reconstruction following
the standard BERT masking policy is employed to pre-train
ASR encoders. In [25], a simpler masking policy is employed,
where input features are divided into chunks of four frames,
and masking on chunks are applied with a probability of 15%.
In Speech-XLNet [35], models learn by reconstructing from
shuffled input speech frame orders rather than masked frames.
In [22], SpecAugment [38] is applied on input frames to pre-
train ASR encoders (bi-GRUs). In [39], phoneme posterior
vectors are used to train a standard BERT [29], [35] model.
The phoneme posterior vectors are output from a supervised
acoustic model, which requires CTC loss training over the
ground-truth phonemes. Also, in [40], CTC loss is used along
with BERT-style mask reconstruction training to learn phonetic
representations. As [39] and [40] both use phoneme labels for
CTC training, they diverge from other works that are fully
self-supervised.
3) Learning from Other Reconstruction Losses: Other than
APC-style and BERT-style losses, previous works have also
explored reconstruction of different targets or frameworks,
including: temporal slice estimation, gap estimation, au-
toencoders, phase prediction, and Markov Models. In Au-
dio2Vec [13], [14], the model learns through reconstructing
a spectrogram slice from past and future slices; this can
be seen as a speech version of the NLP Word2Vec [41]
variants CBoW (continuous bag-of-words) and skip-gram. The
TemporalGap [13], [14] approach learns through estimating
the temporal gap between two short audio segments extracted
at random from the same audio clip. In [15], speech represen-
tations are learned by applying autoencoding neural networks
to speech waveform. In these works, the autoencoder frame-
work is designed to encode only phonetic content in latent
representation, and remove other confounding detail such as
speaker identity. The learned representations are then extracted
as latent code from the encoder output. Apart from recon-
structing spectrograms, in [17], representations are learned
through reconstructing the phase of the short-time Fourier
transform from its magnitude. In PASE [18], a single neural
encoder learns to solve multiple self-supervised tasks at once,
including reconstruction of waveform, Log power spectrum,
MFCC, prosody, and other binary discrimination tasks. The
ConvDMM [19] approach learns speech representations with
convolutional neural networks and Markov Models.
C. Contribution of this Work
The design of the auxiliary task fundamentally decides what
the model learns through its reconstruction. Previous work
explored mostly for reconstruction on the temporal axis, for
example unidirectional reconstruction of magnitude or phase
from past frames [8]–[10], [15]–[18], [23], or bidirectional
reconstruction of a temporal frame from both past and future
slices [12]–[14], [20]–[22], [24]–[26]. This work contrasts
with prior work in several ways. Firstly, unlike previous work
that only employs reconstruction on the temporal axis, we
formulate auxiliary objectives with reconstruction loss along
three orthogonal axes, including temporal, channel, and mag-
nitude axis. Secondly, most works evaluated their approach
with classification tasks [1], [7], [8], [11], [13]–[17], [20],
[21], in contrast, we moved beyond classification and applied
our model to ASR. Thirdly, we explore knowledge transfer
between pre-trained models and downstream tasks, which is an
under-investigated problem in speech compared to NLP [42]–
[44]. For a comprehensive investigation, we leverage three
ways to incorporate the pre-trained model with downstream
tasks. Most of the previous work only explored one way of
transferring their pre-trained models. Additionally, we propose
the use of fMLLR, which is not explored before, as the
reconstruction input and target. We also explore pre-training on
other types of acoustic features, including MFCC and FBANK.
We would like to point out that none of the previous work
explores more than one acoustic feature for their method. In
our study, we find that the use of different acoustic features in
reconstruction-based learning has a large effect on pre-trained
models, and is a parameter choice that researchers have to
decide. Finally, we show explicitly that our approach continues
to work well in the face of domain mismatch between pre-
training and downstream datasets.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A. Multi-target Auxiliary Objective
As illustrated in Fig. 1A, the input acoustic frames (outlined
in the red box) and target predicted frames (outlined in the
green box) could be any acoustic features, such as MFCC,
FBANK, or fMLLR. We show a sample of 40-dimensional
fMLLR feature sequence from the LibriSpeech [45] train-
clean-100 subset in Fig. 2A. We denote the entire speech
corpus as X and the acoustic features of the utterance sampled
from X as −→x . The length (the number of frames) and the
height (the number of channels) of −→x is denoted as Lx and
Hx, respectively. Below, we introduce how we use different
auxiliary objectives to alter these −→x .
1) Time Alteration: Through the alteration of contiguous
segments along the time axis, our model learns bidirectional
representations from past and future context. In this auxiliary
objective, a certain percentage of input frames are altered
during training, and the model attempts to reconstruct the
corrupted span from neighboring frames. To alter the input
utterance, we randomly select Tnum amount of starting loca-
tions IT without replacement. The amount Tnum is given as
4Fig. 2: The illustration of different inputs with various alteration applied for the proposed auxiliary objective. The altered part
is highlighted in yellow.
the maximum time alteration percentage PT normalized by
the time alteration width WT :
Tnum = bPT × Lx ÷WT e (1)
Note that if time alteration width WT = 1, then Tnum =
PT × Lx. For each starting index location it in IT , we alter
WT consecutive frames from it according to the following
stochastic alteration policy: 1) 80% of the time, we mask
all the selected frames to zero. 2) 10% of the time, we
replace all with random segments of frames. 3) For the rest
10% of the time, we do nothing and leave the frames in −→x
unchanged. The design of Case 3) is to allow the model to
receive real inputs during training, and addresses the train-
test inconsistency problem. This inconsistency problem results
from that the model will only receive acoustic features without
alteration during inference time.
We illustrate the masking and replacing of frames in
Fig. 2B and 2C, respectively. Our time alteration policy is
more sophisticated than other BERT-style mask reconstruction
approaches [22], [25], where they simply mask a percentage
with zeroed-out spans, unlike ours that have random and real
frames. We set the time alteration width WT to 7 frames,
which corresponds to 85ms of speech, this lies in the range
of an average phoneme duration (average phone duration is
around 50 ms to 100 ms at usual rates of 10 to 20 phones per
second). We set the PT percentage of total altered frames to
15%, as suggested in [20], [29], [30]. We allow time alteration
blocks to overlap each other, hence resulting in the larger
highlighted yellow box in the left of Fig. 2B and 2C. With
overlapping, we generate a longer altered span (> WT ) and
force the model to infer on more global structure rather than a
fixed local span (WT ). The idea behind time alteration is that
a model that can predict the partial loss of small segments
of speech should provide a contextualized understanding of
previous and future content. Reconstructing corrupted blocks
in the temporal axis is reminiscent of the MLM task in the
BERT-style pre-training [29], [30], [34] from NLP, where
the models are required to predict the ”MASK” token from
neighboring tokens. In our ablation study in Section V-F2, we
show that the proposed time alteration is the key element that
drives models to learn bidirectional understanding, resulting
in a substantial WER drop when compared to models that did
not use the time alteration objective.
2) Channel Alteration: Our second auxiliary objective is
channel alteration. It is largely inspired by SpecAugment
proposed for speech augmentation [38], and the ASR pre-
training scheme proposed in [22]. For this objective, we
randomly mask the values of a block of consecutive channels
to zero for all time steps across the input sequence. The block
of masked channels is selected by first sampling the width of
block WC from {0, 1, ...,WC} uniformly. Then, we sample a
channel index IC from {0, 1, ...,Hx −Wc − 1}, where Hx is
the number of channels in input sequence −→x . The channels
from IC to IC +Wc−1 are those to be masked. Note that for
1/(WC+1) of the time, none of the channels will be masked.
Thus, from time to time the model will receive inputs with all
of the channel information. This addressed the inconsistency
between training and inference time.
We illustrate the effect of this objective on input sequence
in Fig. 2D. Unlike the time alteration case, where we sample
a number of blocks for alteration as visualized in Fig. 2B and
2C, we only sample a single block for channel alternation in
each utterance. The reason is that acoustic sequences can be
arbitrarily long and temporally smooth [46], while there are
5only a limited and fixed number of channels Hx. Hence, we
select multiple blocks for alteration along the time axis, but
only one for the channel axis. Following the work of [22], we
set the maximum channel alteration width WC to 8 channels.
The intuition behind channel alteration is that a model that can
predict the partial loss of channel information should learn a
high-level understanding along the channel axis.
As we will show in Section V-F3, through ablation study we
find that the proposed channel alteration is the largest contrib-
utor in learning speaker identity. Using channel objective pro-
vides a more linearly spreadable speaker representation, and
a stronger speaker recognizer. Surprisingly, encoding speaker
information through this objective does not compromise ASR
performance. Which is counter-intuitive as many previous
studies [16], [47] pointed out that the key to a successful ASR
is to remove speaker variability and preserves only the content
of speech. This makes TERA not only suitable for tasks that
only require speaker information (e.g. speaker recognition)
and tasks that only require phonetic information (e.g. speech
recognition), but also beneficial for tasks that requires both
speaker and phonetic information at the same time (e.g. voice
conversion [16]).
3) Magnitude Alteration: We introduce the third objective,
magnitude alteration, by applying sampled Gaussian noise to
augment the magnitude of input sequences with a probability
PN . For PN of the time, we sample a random magnitude ma-
trix −→z of dimensions Lx and Hx, which has the same shape as−→x . Each element in −→z is sampled from the normal distribution
N with zero mean and 0.2 variance. We then add −→z on top
of the real frames of −→x . This is shown in Fig. 2E, where
magnitude alteration was applied to the original utterances−→x . By altering input magnitude, we potentially increase the
amount of pre-training data (which is similar to the idea of data
augmentation [38]). Additionally, magnitude alteration offers
another variation to all the ‘mask to zero‘ cases described in
Section III-A1 (Time Alteration) and Section III-A2 (Channel
Alteration). We illustrate this new ‘mask to noise‘ variation in
Fig. 2F, where the selected blocks of time and channel are now
with random magnitudes instead of zeros. Empirically, altering
magnitude provides a performance benefit for all downstream
tasks, as it increases the variation of input data. Also, the gain
from magnitude alteration is additive to that of other alteration
objectives.
B. Pre-training TERA
We use three auxiliary objectives to build the TERA multi-
target pre-training task, where the model is required to mini-
mize the reconstruction error of acoustic features given altered
frames as input. The proposed three auxiliary objectives can
be used separately or used together as a mixture, as shown in
Fig. 2. A stochastic alteration policy samples random pattern
based on the applied alterations every time we feed an input
sequence to the model. We denote the altered input as xˆ. After
input alteration, we feed xˆ into the Transformer Encoders
Tenc and the prediction network Pnet. The architecture of
Pnet is consist of a 2-layer feed-forward network. For Tenc,
we use Transformer Encoders with a hidden size of 768,
number of self-attention heads as 12, dropout rate of 0.1, and
the intermediate feed-forward layer hidden size as 3072. We
primarily report results on four model sizes: base (Layer=3,
Parameters=21.3M), medium (Layer=6, Parameters=42.6M),
large (Layer=12, Parameters=85.1M), and xlarge (Layer=24,
Parameters=170.1M). Medium was chosen to have the same
amount of layer as CPC [1] and Modified CPC [7] for com-
parison. The Transformer Encoders Tenc and the prediction
network Pnet are concatenated to reconstruct −→x from xˆ. Our
implementation and pre-trained models are available online1.
L1 reconstruction loss is then computed between input−→x and network output from Pnet to update the network
parameters θtenc and θpnet. We use gradient descent training
with mini-batches of size 12 to find model parameters that
minimize the L1 loss under the multi-target pre-training task.
The Adam optimizer [48] is employed for updating model
parameters, where learning rate is warmed up over the first 7%
of total training steps Tsteps to a peak value of 2e−4 and then
linearly decayed. Our pre-training setup can be accommodated
in a single 1080Ti GPU with 11GB of memory. This allows
interested parties to easily train our model with their own
data, without the need of massive computational resource. The
models are trained with fixed total training steps Tsteps (details
in Section IV-A). After pre-training, the parameters θtenc of
the Transformer Encoders Tenc are retained for downstream
tasks, while the prediction network Pnet is discarded.
C. Incorporating with Downstream Tasks
There are many ways to incorporate the learned TERA
model to downstream tasks.
1) Representation Extraction: The first approach is to ex-
tract representations from the deepest layer of TERA, which
is essentially the hidden states of the last Transformer En-
coder layer. The extracted representation is fed to downstream
classifiers as input and replacing surface features. Parameters
of TERA is frozen when training downstream tasks in this
approach. In later experiments, we use this approach if not
specified otherwise.
2) Fine-tuning: The second approach is to fine-tune the
TERA model with downstream models. Here the output of
TERA is connected to a downstream model of any kind, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. We then update the pre-trained TERA
together with random initialized downstream models. We
denote this approach as FT (fine-tune) in later experiments.
3) Weighted Sum: The third approach is to leverage in-
formation from all layers since different layers of neural
network tend to capture different information [8], [25], and the
transferability of different layers also varies a lot [49], [50]. We
expose a mixture of representations from all layers of TERA
to downstream models, where the mixture is obtained through
a learnable weighted sum. This way, how the information
encoded in each layer is used can be adapted according to the
target downstream task, as each layer’s degree of participation
is learned from data. This method of combining representation
from various layers is also used in ELMo [33] and Mocking-
jay [20]. We denote this approach as WS (weighted sum) in
later experiments. This approach can be combined with either
representation extraction or fine-tuning.
6For both representation extraction and fine-tuning (with or
without WS), the Adam [48] optimizer is used to update
models when training with downstream classification tasks.
We use a learning rate of 4e−3 with a batch size of 6. When
applying representation extraction for ASR tasks, we use the
RMSPROP optimizer with a learning rate of 2e−4. We half
the learning rate every epoch if development set error does
not drop more than a threshold of 0.001. A batch size of
16 is used, and we update for 24 epochs. As for applying
fine-tuning to ASR, we use the same setting as above, except
that a different learning rate for each TERA model is utilized.
Learning rate is set to 2e−4 when we fine-tune base, 1e−4
for medium, and 5e−5 for large. Empirically, we find that a
larger model requires a lower learning rate during fine-tuning.
Hence, we half the learning rate every time the model depth
is doubled. On a large degree, this stabilizes the entire fine-
tuning process. We did not fine-tune xlarge since 24 layers are
too unstable to fine-tune.
During ASR fine-tuning, we also apply a modified
SpecAugment [38] policy. SpecAugment is a regularization
technique for fine-tuning pre-trained models with ASR [22].
Following the notations in SpecAugment [38], we use a time
mask parameter of T=70 (length of the consecutive time
mask), frequency mask parameter of F=4 (length of the
consecutive frequency mask), number of time masks mT=2
(amount of consecutive mask blocks in time), and number of
frequency masks mF=2 (amount of consecutive mask blocks
in frequency). The chosen (and possibly overlapping) spans
of time frames and channels are then zeroed out. We omit
the use of time warping since masking. We find SpecAug-
ment is addictive to the proposed pre-training approach, as it
delays overfitting and improves the final accuracy numbers
in the downstream ASR task. Please refer to the original
paper of SpecAugment [38] for a detailed explanation. For
reproducibility, we provide ASR training scripts1 in the format
of standard PyTorch-Kaldi [51] configuration files.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We use three downstream tasks for evaluation: phone
classification, speaker recognition, and speech recognition.
A. Datasets
For most of our experiments, we use the publicly available
LibriSpeech [45] corpus. We consider three subsets of Lib-
riSpeech for pre-training, the train-clean-100, the train-clean-
360, and the train-other-500 subset. We use these subsets
to form speech data collections of various sizes, including
100 hours (train-clean-100), 360 hours (train-clean-360), 460
hours (train-clean-100 + train-clean-360), and the entire 960
hours (train-clean-100 + train-clean-360 + train-other-500)
of LibriSpeech [45]. We set the total training steps Tsteps
of TERA as 200k, 500k, 500k, 1M for 100 hours, 360
hours, 460 hours, 960 hours of data, respectively. We also
use TIMIT [52] to evaluate the transferability of pre-trained
models. We consider three sets of TIMIT for ASR, the training
set, the development set, and the testing set.
In this work, the input to our models is 40-dimensional fM-
LLR features if not specified otherwise. We also explore pre-
training with other acoustic features, including 39-dimensional
MFCC and 80-dimensional FBANK. All of the features are
extracted as reported in the s5 recipe of Kaldi [53], using
windows of 25 ms and an overlap of 10 ms. We apply per-
speaker CMVN (cepstral mean and variance normalization) to
the features.
B. Phoneme classification Setup
We measure the phoneme prediction performance with
classifiers trained on top of TERA representations. Following
previous work [1], [7], we adopt the common setup using
41 possible phoneme classes and the train-clean-100 subset
of LibriSpeech [45]. For a fair comparison, we use aligned
phoneme labels and train/test split provided in the CPC [1]
and Modified CPC [7]. Following the previous work [1],
we utilize linear classifiers to measure the linear separability
of phonemes. These classifiers are denoted as Linear. Ad-
ditionally, in order to compare with Modified CPC [7], we
also report results from performing linear classification with
a concatenation of 8 windows, which matches the average
length of a phoneme. We denote this type of classifier setting
as Concat. As not all the information encoded is linearly
accessible, in addition to measuring linear separability, we also
evaluated classifiers with a single hidden layer, following the
same settings in CPC [1]. We denote such setting as 1 Hidden.
We intentionally use publicly known settings described above
to link our works with previous ones, and to allow easier
comparison.
C. Speaker classification Setup
We evaluate TERA representations on speaker prediction
tasks. Following the common experiment setting [1], [20],
[21], we also adopt the LibriSpeech [45] train-clean-100 sub-
set, which consists of 251 speakers. We use the same train/test
split as provided in the CPC literature [1]. The pre-trained
models are evaluated with two types of speaker classification
tasks, frame-wise linear classification and utterance-wise lin-
ear classification. For frame-wise speaker classification, the
classifier predicts speaker for each input frame. This method
is denoted as Frame. As for utterance-wise classification,
representation of each utterance is first averaged over time,
then the classifier predicts speaker identity conditioning on
the averaged vector. We denote this experiment setting as
Utterance. In general, the Frame classification task is more
difficult than Utterance, while Utterance is a more common
scenario for speaker classification. Here we report both Frame
and Utterance for completeness. For both tasks, we employ a
linear classification model. These two speaker classification
tasks are also investigated in [1], [21]. We note that speaker
classification on LibriSpeech only serves as a sanity check for
the presence of speaker identity [1], [8], [11], [20], [21].
D. Hybrid DNN/HMM ASR Setup
We evaluate performance of ASR models built on top of
TERA representations. We employ the Hybrid DNN/HMM
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Pre-train 100 hr 360 hr 960 hr
Linear 1 Hidden Linear 1 Hidden Linear 1 Hidden
CPC [1] 64.6 72.5 -
TERA-base: time (Mockingjay [20]) 64.3 76.8 64.4 77.0 67.0 79.1
TERA-base: time + mag 64.1 77.1 64.5 77.3 64.7 77.8
TERA-base: time + channel 65.2 77.4 66.0 78.1 65.9 78.5
TERA-base: time + channel + mag 65.1 77.3 66.4 78.3 66.4 78.9
MFCC 39.7 59.9
← surface features with Linear classifierFBANK 42.1 46.9
fMLLR 52.6 68.4
TABLE I: Frame-wise phone classification results on LibriSpeech. The training and testing sets are all identical to the ones used in
the CPC [1] literature. We present testing set accuracy (%) from Linear classifiers and 1 Hidden layer classifiers, measured across various
auxiliary objectives and amount of pre-training data.
Representation #L #Param
Pre-train 100 hr 360 hr 960 hr
Linear 1 Hidden Linear Concat Linear 1 Hidden
CPC [1] [7] 6 - 64.6 72.5 - 65.5 -
Modified CPC [7] 6 - - - 68.9 -
TERA-base 3 21.3M 65.1 77.3 66.4 68.3 66.4 78.9
TERA-medium 6 42.6M 65.9 77.5 66.6 68.9 67.3 78.8
TERA-large 12 85.1M 66.8 77.7 67.5 71.7 67.2 78.5
TERA-xlarge 24 170.1M 66.9 77.6 67.1 71.2 67.3 78.3
TABLE II: Comparison of different network depth and size. LibriSpeech [45] frame-wise phone classification results are presented,
with the same phone set, train and test set as in Table I.
ASR modeling implemented with the PyTorch-Kaldi [51]
toolkit. We investigate two types of DNN settings, MLP and
liGRU. MLP is a simple single layer multilayer perceptron
model. liGRU is a 5-layer light gated recurrent units followed
by 2-layers of fully-connected network. When we utilize
TERA as a representation extractor, we feed the output of
TERA to liGRU or MLP and freeze the parameters of TERA
during training. As for fine-tuning TERA, the TERA model is
updated together with liGRU or MLP as part of the DNN com-
ponent in the hybrid ASR framework. We report ASR mod-
elling results of LibriSpeech in terms of WER. To highlight the
effect of pre-training, we use limited amount of labeled data,
i.e., the train-clean-100 subset, for supervised ASR training.
Hyperparameters are tuned on the dev-clean subset, and testing
results measured from the test-clean subset are reported. In
addition to evaluating on LibriSpeech, we also benchmark
ASR results with TIMIT, where performance is measured in
terms of PER. With this setup, we investigate the issue of
domain shift, where models are pre-trained using data in the
domains different from the downstream tasks (LibriSpeech and
TIMIT in our case). Following the conventional settings [54],
ASR modelling on TIMIT is based on 48 phoneme classes,
while accuracy is measured after mapping the prediction to a
smaller set of 39 phoneme classes. All the results we report
here were obtained by training on the training set, tuning
hyperparameter on the development set, and testing on the
test set. Splits of these sets are obtained from the Kaldi TIMIT
recipe [53].
V. RESULTS
In Section V-A and V-B, we study the capability of our pre-
trained model in encoding phonetic content and speaker iden-
tity, respetively. Then in Section V-C, we evaluate extracted
speech representations with ASR models on LibriSpeech [45].
In Section V-D, we compare TERA with approaches where
ASR models are trained with frozen speech representations.
In Section V-E, TERA is compared with approaches that fine-
tune their pre-trained models. Furthermore, in Section V-F,
we present the results of our ablation study. In Section V-G,
we demonstrate transferring TERA representations from one
dataset to another by presenting ASR PER on TIMIT [52].
A. Evaluating Learned Phonetic Content
We present frame-wise phone classification results in Ta-
ble I in terms of accuracy. We show results of TERA pre-
trained with different combinations of objectives, and with
different amount of pre-training data. TERA here is used
for representation extraction (from the last layer), i.e., TERA
parameters were frozen when adapting classifiers to phoneme
classification. The classification accuracy is compared with
four different baselines: MFCC, FBANK, fMLLR features,
and CPC representations [1]. For the Linear classifier, FBANK
outperforms MFCC, and fMLLR outperforms FBANK in
terms of linear separability. For the 1 Hidden classifier, fM-
LLR again achieves the highest performance among surface
features. On the other hand, as expected TERA and CPC
representations outperform all surface features for both types
of classifiers.
In the case where models are pre-trained with 100 hours of
data, TERA representation (65.2% / 77.4%) outperforms CPC
(64.6% / 72.5%) when two or more objectives are applied.
We observe that as more objectives are utilized, separability of
learned TERA representation increases. When only using time
as the objective, TERA is equivalent to Mockingjay [20]. By
adding the channel objective to pre-training, performance is
increased. Adding the magnitude objective helps performance
in some scenarios, and yields comparable results in the others.
8As we increase the amount of pre-training data, in general,
TERA yields better performance. The trend is consistent for
all different combinations of TERA objectives. Comparing the
results from pre-training TERA with 100/360 hours of data
with the one using 960 hours, we found that when the data is
not large enough, utilizing more training objectives tends to
improve phonetic separability. The reason is that having more
alteration in input augments the pre-training data. The results
show that increasing data diversity through TERA alteration
objectives can effectively compensate scenarios where small
amount of pre-training data is available. For the case where
TERA is pre-trained with 960 hours of data, since the corpus
is large and diverge enough, only using the time objective is
sufficient to obtain the best performance (67.0% / 79.1%),
and using all of the objectives simply gives comparable
results (66.4% / 78.9%). Comparing the Linear and 1 Hidden
classifiers, 1 Hidden classifier outperforms Linear in all of the
experiment configuration. This result is as expected, as not all
information is linearly accessible.
Furthermore, we investigate how the network depth (number
of layers) affects the performance of TERA in phoneme
classification. In Table II, we summarize phoneme classifi-
cation results for various network depth. Classification accu-
racy of four TERA models: base, medium, large, and xlarge,
is presented together with CPC [1] and Modified CPC [7].
The scores of CPC and Modified CPC are from the original
literature. All of the TERA models use the full objective
of time + channel + mag. For the case where models are
pre-trained with 100 hours of data, all the TERA models
outperformed CPC. When 360 hours of data is used for pre-
training, we report Concat instead of 1 Hidden to compare
TERA with Modified CPC. With 360 hours of data, the
base (66.4% / 68.3%) and medium (66.6% / 68.9%) achieved
comparable result with Modified CPC (- / 68.9%) that has a
network depth of 6 layers, and as the size of TERA increases,
TERA representations achieve better separability and yield
better performance than Modified CPC. In the case where
100/360 hours of pre-training data is used, a larger model
tends to show performance benefit. As for the case where
960 hours of pre-training data is used, model size tends
to be irrelevant and all the TERA models achieved similar
performance. On the other hand, we also observe a correlation
between performance and data size. As we increase the amount
of pre-training data, TERA usually yields better performance.
B. Evaluating Learned Speaker Identity
We presented speaker recognition results in Table III in
terms of accuracy. We show results of TERA pre-trained with
different combinations of objectives, and with different amount
of pre-training data. Here TERA is used as a representation
extractor (from the last layer) where parameters are frozen
during adapting to speaker classification tasks. We compare
the classification accuracy with five baselines: MFCC fea-
tures, fMLLR features, CPC representations [1], AALBERT
representations [21], and Mockingjay representations [20],
[21]. MFCC features perform poorly for the task of Frame
since the MFCC extraction process eliminates most of the
pitch information from speech, and only reserves partial tone
characteristics. FBANK features perform even worse than
MFCC for Frame. It shows that the speaker information
encoded in FBANK is not linearly accessible. The fMLLR
feature extraction process eliminates nearly all of the speaker
information and yields an accuracy of 0.4% for Frame. The
accuracy is similar to a random guess among the 251 speakers
(1/251 ≈ 0.003984). On the other hand, when evaluating
fMLLR and FBANK with Utterance, a slight improvement is
observed, but the performances are still terrible, while MFCC
does not improve for Utterance.
In contrast to these surface features, TERA recovers the
speaker information through its pre-training, even though
TERA is pre-trained on the poor performing fMLLR features.
When only using the time objective, TERA is equivalent to
Mockingjay [20] (row 3), and yields reasonably well except in
Frame for limited pre-training data (100 hours or 360 hours).
By utilizing two or more auxiliary objectives, performance
increases dramatically. Applying the channel objective during
the pre-training (highlighted in grey in the table) significantly
improves performance in the challenging scenarios above
(more analysis in Section V-F). We will investigate the effect
of channel alteration with more details in our ablation study in
Section V-F. Adding the magnitude objective is also helpful.
The objective boosts or yields comparable performance. In
general, applying all of the three auxiliary objectives gives the
best performance, as the model is pre-trained on more complex
input patterns. TERA with all the three objectives consistently
outperforms CPC [1], AALBERT [21], and Mockingjay [20]
in comparable experiment settings. Note that TERA base,
AALBERT-3L, and Mockingjay are all 3-layer models, while
CPC is a 6-layer model.
As we increase the amount of pre-training data, all of
the TERA representations yield better performance. The best
performance is achieved (99.5% / 99.8%) when the models are
pre-trained with 960 hours of data. The improvement is most
significant for time and time + mag. This shows that models
trained with these objectives require larger pre-training data to
perform well. On the other hand, time + channel and time +
channel + mag maintained their performance for limited pre-
training data, and also benefits for a larger pre-training data
size. The reason is that these auxiliary objectives are effective
in compensating the shortage of pre-training data. Note that by
using all of the three auxiliary objectives, TERA trained on
100/360 hours of data achieved comparable results with the
ones trained on 960 hours. This again demonstrates that by
utilizing multiple auxiliary objectives, models can benefit in
limited pre-training data scenarios (100 hours or 360 hours).
We also observe that Utterance classification is easier than
Frame, but both classification tasks show the same trend.
Interestingly, after evaluating the same TERA models on
phoneme and speaker classification, we find that TERA cap-
tures both speech contents and speaker identity well, and good
performance can be attained with simple linear classifiers.
C. Evaluating with ASR
We further apply TERA to speech recognition tasks. The
ASR results are presented in Table IV in terms of WER.
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Pre-train 100 hr 360 hr 960 hr
Frame Utterance Frame Utterance Frame Utterance
CPC [1] 97.4 - -
AALBERT-3L [21] - 98.8 99.1 -
TERA-base: time (Mockingjay [20]) 68.4 96.1 86.9 97.3 99.3 99.7
TERA-base: time + mag 70.8 96.1 88.0 98.0 99.2 98.8
TERA-base: time + channel 93.6 98.5 99.4 99.5 99.5 99.8
TERA-base: time + channel + mag 98.9 99.2 99.0 99.5 99.4 99.8
MFCC 17.6 10.8
← surface features with Linear classifierFBANK 0.6 5.4
fMLLR 0.4 2.6
TABLE III: Speaker linear classification results on LibriSpeech. We use identical training and testing sets as in the CPC [1] and
AALBERT [21] literature. We show both frame-wise linear classification accuracy (Frame, %), and utterance-wise linear classification
accuracy (Utterance, %) where we average representations over time.
Models
Pre-train 100 hr 460 hr 960 hr
WER Rescore WER Rescore WER Rescore
liGRU + TERA-base: time (Mockingjay [20]) 8.46 6.12 8.38 6.10 8.31 5.99
liGRU + TERA-base: time + mag 8.43 6.11 8.38 6.04 8.40 6.03
liGRU + TERA-base: time + channel 8.57 6.16 8.49 6.08 8.35 6.07
liGRU + TERA-base: time + channel + mag 8.32 6.01 8.29 6.00 8.31 6.01
TABLE IV: We investigate how different amount of pre-training data affects performance by reporting ASR results on the
LibriSpeech [45] test-clean subset. For all the models, we limit the amount of labeled data to 100 hours to demonstrate the effect of
pre-training.
Similar to the previous experiments, we show the results of
TERA pre-trained with different combinations of objectives,
and with different amount of pre-training data. Here we use the
Kaldi [53] fglarge lattice for LM rescoring. The LM rescored
WER is denoted as Rescore. All ASR models are trained
with 100 hours of labels from the train-clean-100 subset.
TERA here is used for representation extraction (from the
last layer), i.e., TERA parameters were frozen when adopting
the DNN/HMM framework to speech recognition, and TERA
representations are fed to the liGRU model as input. Applying
all of the three objectives yields the best performance, whereas
applying the channel objective on top of time is not always
better than time objective only. This is because the channel
objective mainly helps encode speaker information. However,
utilizing all of the three auxiliary objectives can eliminate this
disadvantage. Using time + channel + mag with 100 hours
of pre-training data achieved similar performance (8.32% /
6.01%) to using time with 960 hours (8.31% / 5.99%). We
see that 100 hours with three alteration objectives have a
similar effect as 960 hours of data. This concretes the fact that
using all three auxiliary objectives is potentially increasing
the amount of pre-training data (or diversity of data) and
eventually leads to improvement. As for the case of 960 hours
of pre-training data, using different combinations of auxiliary
objectives does not improve performance.
D. Speech Representation for ASR Comparison
In this section, we compare TERA with other speech rep-
resentation learning methods through ASR. All of the TERA
models use a combination of time + channel + mag alteration
as the auxiliary objectives. In Table V, we list results from
recent literature, for training ASR models on top of frozen
representations without fine-tuning. All of the works report
Models Pre-train Labels WER Rescore
Bidir-CPC [6] 960 hr 96 hr 14.96 9.41
Bidir-CPC [6] 8000 hr 96 hr 13.69 8.70
vq-wav2vec [4] 960 hr 960 hr 6.2 -
wav2vec-large [12] 960 hr 100 hr - 6.92
DeCoAR [12] 960 hr 100 hr - 6.10
liGRU + MFCC None 100 hr 8.66 6.42
liGRU + FBANK None 100 hr 8.64 6.34
liGRU + fMLLR None 100 hr 8.63 6.25
liGRU + TERA-base 960 hr 100 hr 8.31 6.01
liGRU + TERA-medium 960 hr 100 hr 8.37 6.05
liGRU + TERA-large 960 hr 100 hr 8.35 6.01
liGRU + TERA-xlarge 960 hr 100 hr 8.47 6.03
liGRU + TERA-base (WS) 960 hr 100 hr 8.46 6.05
liGRU + TERA-med. (WS) 960 hr 100 hr 8.39 6.07
TABLE V: Comparison of recent speech representation ap-
proaches for ASR. All results are from training an ASR sys-
tem on top of frozen representations, without fine-tuning the pre-
trained model. We report ASR word error rates (WER) on the
LibriSpeech [45] test-clean subset.
WER and LM rescored WER (denoted as Rescore) on the
test-clean subset of LibriSpeech [45]. All of the data for pre-
training and downstream adaption are from the same dataset
as the last subsection, except for one experiment setup in
[6] where 8000 hours of data are used for pre-training. We
use the Kaldi [53] fglarge lattice for LM rescoring in the
experiments of liGRU + TERA and its variation, as well
as liGRU + MFCC/fMLLR. Our LM rescoring scripts are
available online1 for reproducibility. For the previous works
including the Bidir-CPC [6], wav2vec-large and DeCoAR [12],
4-gram LM was applied for rescoring. We observe that the
model sizes of TERA (i.e., base, medium, large, and xlarge)
have little influence on the ASR performance when TERA
is used as an extractor for speech representation. The base
model is sufficient to improve supervised ASR. TERA models
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Models Labels WER Rescore
Discrete BERT + vq-wav2vec [5] 100 hr - 4.5
Continuous BERT + wav2vec [5] 100 hr - 11.8
Masked Pre-trained Encoders [26] 100 hr - 9.68
Masked Pre-trained Encoders [26] 360 hr - 7.83
liGRU + TERA-base (FT) 100 hr 8.23 5.84
liGRU + TERA-medium (FT) 100 hr 8.22 5.90
liGRU + TERA-large (FT) 100 hr 8.00 5.80
MLP + TERA-base (FT) 100 hr 8.47 6.24
MLP + TERA-medium (FT) 100 hr 8.02 5.86
MLP + TERA-large (FT) 100 hr 7.96 5.84
MLP + TERA-base (FT + WS) 100 hr 8.55 6.12
MLP + TERA-medium (FT + WS) 100 hr 8.17 5.93
MLP + TERA-large (FT + WS) 100 hr 8.19 6.04
TABLE VI: Comparison of recent pre-training approaches for
ASR. All results are from fine-tuning the pre-trained model as speech
encoders as part of the ASR system. ASR WER and WER after LM
rescoring on the LibriSpeech [45] test-clean subset are reported. All
results are pre-trained on LibriSpeech 960 hours, and uses 100 hours
of labels from the train-clean-100 subset if not specified otherwise.
constantly outperform recent speech representation learning
approaches, including the model that was pre-trained on 8000
hours of data [6]. We also achieved comparable result with
model that used 960 hours of label [4]. The DeCoAR approach
(6.10%) achieved similar result with ours (6.01%) in the same
setting. We also investigate three baseline features of MFCC,
FBANK, and fMLLR. We use identical ASR framework and
setting of TERA representations for the three features. The fM-
LLR feature outperforms FBANK, and FBANK outperforms
MFCC, which matches the trend for phoneme classification.
Our results suggest that TERA yields constant improvement
over surface features in the same ASR framework. We also
explored the WS approach for combining representations from
all layers of TERA for ASR. We find that extracting from
the last layer yields better performance than WS. The reason
is that the model fails to learn meaningful weighted sum
when solving the hard ASR task. In our later experiment,
we will show WS helpful for simpler tasks like phoneme
classification. We only explore WS for medium and base,
because as concluded above the base model is sufficient for
ASR, and WS is shown to be not effective for this task.
E. Speech Pre-training for ASR Comparison
In this section, we compare results of fine-tuning various
pre-trained model for ASR. All of the TERA models use
a combination of time + channel + mag alteration as the
auxiliary objective. We summarize the results from previous
literature as well as fine-tuning TERA in liGRU or MLP
framework in Table VI. We also list results from recent
literature, where all results are from fine-tuning the pre-trained
model as an ASR encoder. Similar to the previous section,
we report WER and LM rescored WER on the test-clean
subset of LibriSpeech [45]. All the methods investigated here
were pre-trained and adapted with 960 and 100 hours data
from LibriSpeech, except one that is adapted with the 360
hours subset of LibriSpeech. The Kaldi [53] fglarge lattice is
again used for LM rescoring in TERA related experiments.
In contrast, vq-wav2vec [5] uses a 4-gram LM for rescoring,
and Masked Pre-trained Encoders [26] adopt beam search and
RNN LM with CTC decoding. When fine-tuning TERA with
liGRU models, performance roughly correlates with depth of
TERA, and the large TERA achieved the best WER. The
application of TERA to liGRU models is identical to the
ones in the previous subsection, except that here we update
TERA instead of freezing its parameters during adaptation.
By comparing the liGRU results in Table V and Table VI,
we see that fine-tuning TERA substantially outperforms the
case when TERA is simply used for extraction of speech
representation. The model adopting base TERA improves from
6.01% to 5.84%, the medium TERA improves from 6.05% to
5.90%, and the large TERA from 6.01% to 5.80%.
The proposed TERA with liGRU or MLP outperform
Masked Pre-trained Encoders [26] adapted on either 100 hours
or 360 hours of labeled data (9.68%, 7.83%). The discrete
version of BERT + vq-wav2vec [5] uses a two-step pre-
training: first a discrete vocabulary of the data is learned
from vq-wav2vec [4], and then a standard BERT [29] is
trained on these discrete units. With only a single step of
pre-training, our methods achieve comparable results to the
discrete BERT + vq-wav2vec [5] (4.5%), and outperform the
continuous version of BERT + wav2vec [5] (11.8%). We argue
that the two-step pre-training is computation-intensive not only
during model building, but also at inference. The discrete
BERT + vq-wav2vec [5] is built by stacking a standard BERT
model [29] of 12 Transformer Encoder layers [27] on top of
vq-wav2vec [4], which consists of an 8-layer encoder network
and a 12-layer aggregator network (or context network, as
described in [1]). In contrast, our base model contains only
3 layers of Transformer Encoder layers and achieves similar
ASR performance. Our small encoder architecture (3-layer)
benefits for less requirement in computational cost, and has
potential to run on edge devices during inference for down-
stream tasks.
We also fine-tune TERA with MLP models, and we find
similar trend but sometimes higher WER as compared to
TERA with liGRU. Using a deeper model with MLP gives
performance benefit, and large achieved the best WER among
the MLP models. The reason is that the simple architecture of
MLP can benefit from a deeper TERA model. Comparing MLP
with liGRU, MLP achieved superior performance than liGRU
on the medium model, and similar performance for the rest
of the model size. Although in general MLP is outperformed
by liGRU, however MLP has the advantage of fast training
and inference time, thanks to the absence of recurrent units.
Additionally, the parameters of the 1-layer MLP is significantly
less than the 5-layer liGRU models. In terms of using WS
of TERA with MLP, only the base model improves, and is
not effective for other model depth. The main reason is that
for this task, it is too hard for the model to learn ASR and
meaningful weighted sum at the same time. We will show
that WS is effective in a simpler task in the next subsection.
To conclude for our proposed method, using a deeper model
increases ASR performance during fine-tuning.
F. Ablation Study
We perform ablation study to better understand the per-
formance of multi-target auxiliary objectives adopted in the
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Method Bidirectional
Context
Phone Classification Speaker Recognition Speech Recognition
Linear 1 Hidden Frame Utterance WER Rescore
a. MFCC - 39.7 59.9 17.6 10.8 8.66 6.42
b. FBANK - 42.1 46.9 0.6 5.4 8.64 6.34
c. fMLLR - 52.6 68.4 0.4 2.6 8.63 6.25
d. CPC: random [1] - 27.6 - 1.87 - - -
e. TERA-base: random - 15.3 4.8 0.4 0.7 16.96 13.68
f. TERA-base: none no 57.0 66.2 1.3 12.7 9.67 7.17
g. TERA-base: mag no 59.7 69.5 2.3 28.8 9.32 6.93
h. TERA-base: channel no 65.0 76.6 96.7 99.0 9.41 6.91
i. TERA-base: channel + mag no 64.2 75.7 97.3 99.2 9.33 6.87
j. TERA-base: time yes 64.3 76.8 68.4 96.1 8.46 6.12
k. TERA-base: time + mag yes 64.1 77.1 70.8 96.1 8.43 6.11
l. TERA-base: time + channel yes 65.2 77.4 93.6 98.5 8.57 6.16
m. TERA-base: time + channel + mag yes 65.1 77.3 98.9 99.2 8.32 6.01
n. TERA-base: time + channel + mag (WS) yes 65.6 78.3 97.5 99.2 8.46 6.05
o. TERA-base: time + channel + mag (MFCC) yes 61.5 74.2 95.5 98.8 10.84 8.06
p. TERA-base: time + channel + mag (FBANK) yes 68.0 76.6 99.8 99.9 11.83 9.43
q. CPC: scratch [1] - 74.6 - 98.5 - - -
r. TERA-base: scratch - 90.1 83.6 0.4 0.5 10.47 7.68
s. TERA-base: time + channel + mag (FT) yes 90.7 91.1 15.3 1.3 8.23 5.84
TABLE VII: Ablation Study. We use phone classification, speaker recognition and ASR results to study the effect of different auxiliary
objectives, including comparison of pre-training with unidirectional or bidirectional context, channel objective that helps learn speaker
identity (highlighted in grey), and pre-training with different acoustic features other than fMLLR (MFCC and FBANK). All of the models
are pre-trained on the LibriSpeech train-clean-100 subset, and the numbers are testing results in percentage.
TERA pre-training. Results are presented in Table VII, where
we measured frame-wise phone classification with Linear
classifier and 1 Hidden layer classifier, speaker recognition
with Frame-wise and Utterance-wise linear classification, and
finally speech recognition with liGRU ASR. For each down-
stream task, the output of the last layer of TERA is used as
the extracted representation if not specified otherwise (no WS
or FT). We incorporate the results from previous sections in
Table VII row a, b, c, j, k, l, and m for comparison. All the
reported numbers are percentage and evaluated on test set. The
TERA models investigated here are the base architectures pre-
trained with 100 hours of LibriSpeech.
1) Does Pre-training Truly Help?: In row d and e of
Table VII, we first present results of a CPC network [1] and
TERA-base network with random parameters for comparison.
As expected, in the three downstream evaluations, we see
that surface features constantly outperform random parame-
ter networks. In particular, the 1 Hidden model for phone
classification, as well as Frame, and Utterance models for
speaker classification show serious overfitting issues. Overall
the downstream classifiers learn almost nothing from the rep-
resentation generated by random TERA and random CPC [1].
We conclude that without pre-training, model architecture
along provides no benefit.
2) Importance of Time Alteration: Here we study how time
auxiliary objectives affect performance. We pre-train TERA
with different combinations of objectives, and list the results
in Table VII row f to m. Note that in row e (labeled as “none”),
during pre-train, the model predicts real frames conditioning
on real frames. We split these results into two categories: one
with the time alteration that allows the networks to encode
bidirectional information via denoising auto encoding, and the
other without the time objective. We observe that auxiliary
objectives injecting the time alteration tend to perform well
in phoneme classification and ASR, and does not compro-
mise speaker recognition tasks. Pre-training without the time
objective yields worse results. The application of channel
objective (row h and j), can sometimes close the performance
gap, but significant degradation can still be observed in the
ASR task. The observation suggests that although Transformer
Encoders [27] are bidirectional in nature due to its multi-
head self-attention, without the time auxiliary objective the
model fails to encode proper context and yield sub-optimal
performance. We thus deem the time alteration objective to
be indispensable. In summary, the time alteration objective is
effective in learning phonetic information, and representation
learned based on the objective improves phoneme prediction
and speech recognition.
3) Learning Speaker Identity with Channel Alteration:
In Table VII, we highlight all the rows that contain the
channel objective in grey. We find that by employing the
channel alteration objective, strong speaker recognition result
is achieved. Without channel alteration, speaker recognition
performance can drop substantially as suggested in row f and
g. The time alteration objective provides some performance
increment, but there are still gaps, especially for the harder
Frame classification task (c.f., row j and k). In addition, we find
that employing the channel objective does not compromise
phoneme classification and ASR performance (c.f., row l and
m). We surmise this phenomenon results from that TERA
representations provide more accessibility to both phonetic and
speaker information, and maintain the separability between
the two types of information. Downstream models can easily
learn to extract the task specific information. In summary, the
channel alteration objective is effective in learning speaker
identity, and representation learned based on this objective
yields a more accurate speaker prediction.
4) Effect of Different Knowledge Transfer Techniques:
We investigate the transfer learning techniques of WS and
FT on the three downstream tasks. Results are presented in
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Table VII row n and s. We also report results base model
trained from scratch for the three tasks (labeled as scratch
in row r). We include the scratch result from the CPC [1]
literature (labeled as scratch in row q). The fully supervised
and trained from scratch model helps us understand the
benefit of pre-training, and serves as an indication for what is
achievable with different model architecture. For WS on phone
classification, performance is improved (65.6% / 78.3%) over
the case where we extract representation from the last layer,
row m (65.1% / 77.3%). However, for speaker recognition and
speech recognition, no substantial improvement is observed.
The reason that WS did not bring improvement for speaker
recognition is that speaker information is most present in
the last layer. As for the ASR task, it is too hard for the
model to learn WS and ASR at the same time. On the other
hand, FT improves the performance of phoneme classification
dramatically (90.7% / 91.1%). Comparing FT and scratch,
we see that FT provides better results for both Linear and
1 Hidden classifiers, and scratch experiences overfitting with
the 1 Hidden classifier. Obviously self-supervised pre-training
is beneficial in performance, as fine-tuning TERA not only
outperforms the models trained from scratch, but also provides
a more stable supervised training process that avoids overfit-
ting. For FT on speaker recognition we experience serious
overfitting (row s). The fully supervised scratch model is
also not trainable, and results in an even lower score than
FT (row r). The reason is that the Transformer Encoder [27]
architecture is not suitable for speaker recognition tasks. This
point is verified by the CPC scratch model in row q, as CPC
equipped with CNN was able to obtain strong results when
trained from scratch (98.5%, note that this score is higher
than the CPC representation which achieved 97.4% [1]). For
FT on ASR, a clear improvement is obtained over simply
using TERA for speech representations. To sum up, extracting
speech representation from the last layer performs generally
well for all tasks, the WS approach is suitable for improving
phoneme classification results, and the FT approach benefits
both phoneme classification and ASR, but may suffer from
overfitting for tasks like speaker recognition.
5) Learning with Different Acoustic Features: In Table VII,
all of the TERA networks are pre-trained with fMLLR features
except for row o and p, where we pre-trained TERA with
MFCC and FBANK, respectively. Here TERA is frozen for
representation extraction from the last layer; WS and FT are
both not used. The architecture of TERA and liGRU models
are identical for all cases. We can see that pre-training with
MFCC yields worse performance in all of the downstream
tasks when comparing with TERA adopting the same set
of objectives and fMLLR features (row m). However, the
TERA base representation from MFCC still surpasses the
performance of directly using MFCC and fMLLR features
for phone classification and speaker recognition. For speech
recognition, representation from MFCC fails to generalize and
degrades in performance. On the other hand, pre-training with
FBANK yields better performance for phoneme and speaker
classification tasks when comparing to pre-training with fM-
LLR (row m). However, for speech recognition, representation
from FBANK has even worse results than representation from
Models Pre-train PER
CNN + TD-filterbanks [55] None 18.0
CNN + HMM [56] None 16.5
liGRU + MFCC [57] None 16.7
liGRU + FBANK [57] None 15.8
liGRU + fMLLR [57] None 14.9
wav2vec [3] 80 hr 17.6
wav2vec [3] 960 hr 15.6
wav2vec [3] 960 + WSJ 81 hr 14.7
liGRU + TERA-base 100 hr 15.2
liGRU + TERA-base 360 hr 14.9
liGRU + TERA-base 460 hr 14.9
liGRU + TERA-base 960 hr 14.5
liGRU + TERA-base (WS) 960 hr 14.6
liGRU + TERA-base (FT) 960 hr 15.2
MLP + TERA-base (FT) 960 hr 16.6
liGRU + TERA-medium 960 hr 14.9
TABLE VIII: Comparison of pre-training approaches between
recent work and the proposed approach on TIMIT [52]. All
the pre-training data are from LibriSpeech [45], if not specified
otherwise. All of the TERA models use the combined auxiliary
objective of time + channel + mag alteration.
MFCC. The reason that pre-training with MFCC or FBANK
yields worse results for our ASR framework is because of
overfitting. Note that the results we obtained here may not
apply to all ASR systems, we are not saying that one acoustic
feature is superior than another. We conclude that despite the
same architecture and training objectives, pre-training with
different acoustic features can lead to significantly different
results.
G. Transferring to TIMIT
We then explore how the mismatch of domains between
pre-training and downstream tasks affects performance. For
the exploration, we pre-train TERA with LibriSpeech [45],
and apply the resulting networks to the supervised TIMIT [52]
ASR task. The same Hybrid ASR setting and framework as
described above for LibriSpeech ASR is used, except that we
adopt a learning rate of 4e−4 and a batch size of 8. Testing re-
sults of TERA and another self-supervised learning technique,
wav2vec [3], are summarized in Table VIII in terms of PER.
We also list the results of strong supervised systems [55]–
[57]. All of the TERA models use a combination of time +
channel + mag alteration as the auxiliary objectives, and are
pre-trained with various amount of data. As expected, pre-
training on larger amount of data gives performance benefit,
and we achieved the best WER (14.5%) with 960 hours of pre-
training data. We find that for TIMIT ASR as the downstream
task, using either WS or FT is not helpful, and extracting
speech representations from the last layer provides the best
performance. Also, there is no significant gain when extracting
features from a larger model medium. The reason is likely
because there is not enough labeled data in TIMIT. On the
other hand, our best model (14.5%) outperforms wav2vec [3]
(14.7%) that uses both LibriSpeech [45] and Wall Street
Journal (WSJ) data for pre-training, as well as all the strong
supervised baselines. By using only 100 hours of pre-training
data, we even surpass the result of wav2vec that uses 960
hours for pre-training (15.2% v.s. 15.6%).
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VI. CONCLUSION
We propose a novel multi-target self-supervised training
scheme called TERA, where we use multiple auxiliary objec-
tives instead of one during pre-training. We pre-train TERA
using a large amount of unlabeled data, and adapt TERA to
downstream SLP tasks using a limited amount of labeled data.
We demonstrate strong results in tasks of phone classification,
speaker recognition, and speech recognition. We conduct a
complete ablation study, and a thorough comparison on recent
representation learning and pre-training approaches. In our
analysis, we find that the proposed objectives allow TERA
to encode phonetic and speaker information in a linearly
separable way. With the proposed alterations, the diversity
of input is increased, and the performance, especially for
the case where pre-training data is limited, is improved.
We also explore various knowledge transfer approaches to
incorporate the pre-trained model in the downstream tasks, and
we find each of the approach is suitable for different tasks.
The choice of acoustic features also plays a crucial role in
the reconstruction-based self-supervised learning, as different
surface features will lead to significantly different downstream
performance. Furthermore, in an ASR task, we show that
TERA pre-trained on one dataset can be easily transferred
to another, and outperforms recent approaches. We show that
TERA brings improvement for downstream tasks, especially
those with limited training data, and benefit downstream tasks
where it is expensive to collect training data. In future work
we will investigate and deploy TERA in more downstream
tasks including voice conversion, speech denoising, speech
separation, speech translation, and speech QA.
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